The Board has met a couple times and is excited about our future! We are moving forward with ReBranding the Region and deploying a new Marketing to plan to increase membership and exposure!

The region has had to cancel or postpone all rides through June 2020. Decisions on what rides will go will depend on the COVID forecast ahead of each ride. Rides that will go on, will require masks and social distancing as long as the order is in place by the government. More than likely we would ask you to bring your own food.

The Board has discussed the safety of volunteers to include Judges, Rules Interpreter, P/R crews, Cooks, Drivers, etc... Each Ride manager will make the determination as to whether their ride is a go. Due to safety concerns, the Ride Manager may consider (if approved by Natl) holding an LeD ride if a full ride is deemed inappropriate. LeD would provide a local judge but no veterinarian and P/R would be self administered.

PLEASE REGISTER IN RMS ALL RIDES YOU ARE PLANNING TO ATTEND! PLEASE DO NOT WAIT! Deposits will be held until the ride is officially held. If it is cancelled they can tear up your check or send it back to you.

I am also auctioning off this beautiful quilt for this year for R3. It will be $5 per ticket or 5 for $20 and all proceeds will be used to help Ride Managers in need!